
Oh, how we love acronyms, especially 3-letter acronyms …. SAP (Systemen
Anwendungen und Produkte), HER (Higher Education and Research), HiM (HANA 
inMemory)
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Henny: from ‘local farmer’s boy’ to ‘million miler’
SAP: from ‘R1’ to ‘S4’
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1. SAP’s view on Digital Enterprise ultimately The Boardroom of the Future 
(referring to: e.g. to Steve Lucas)

2. Based on Polar Diagram 2015 (status update, change in CIO, question of future 
ICT at UM)

3. Following Leiden initiative HERUG-NL as initiated at Leiden University 1-2 years 
earlier (referring to: e.g. Rob van den Wijngaard) 

4. Challenge for SAP: delivering GUIDANCE (please show us which ways we can go, 
the pro’s and cons, in short: help and guidance)
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Basically the picture we have seen in the keynote from Steve Lucas with one single 
item added: AfO (Analysis for Office) as presented by Marlies van Roode.
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Digital Transformation is arriving. With the speed of lightning; causing imaginary 
break; sudden change …… That is in my opinion the main message broadcasted in 
the keynote HERUG 2016.
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No strong ‘custom development control & governance’ in place  pothole road 
experience!
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No strong ‘custom development control & governance’ in place  pothole road 
experience!
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Limiting custom development enhances ‘stick to the standard’ (future: cloud) and 
brings convenient ‘cruising 4-lane Highway’ experience. 
Also: daring to say a bold ‘NO’ to vocal users and managers (in particular academic 
‘know it all’s to be best characterized as self-proclaimed experts in everything).
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Support and projects should be minimized to ‘absolute essentials’ in order to 
maximize innovation.
Absolute essentials are: 1. upcoming legal requirements; 2. crucial defects.
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The POLAR DIAGRAM led to the request for explicitly matching with primary 
information delivery goals at the university and the derived Business drivers. Most 
important goals are highlighted.
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The business drivers (once defined) were a trigger for tweaking some (3 and 6) of the 
initiatives in the polar diagram into a more fundamental and strategic direction.
- Innovation capacity is extremely poor – even a low-capacity need for C4C was not 
to be made available (3)
- IT architecture is written down, although somewhat outdated but NOT enforced. 
This is a huge problem (6).
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When the ALM circle is not closed chances are good to end up as the poor Caveman 
pushing a wagon with square wheels that is fully loaded with round wheels. That is 
hard, hard, really hard and contra-productive work!
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TDI Tailored Datacenter Integration
HCP HANA Cloud Platform
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SAP FIORI blood types:
1. Transactional apps only (do not require HANA)
2. Factsheets (do require HANA)
3. Analytical apps (do require HANA)
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HERUG members are supposedly ‘early adopters’ & ‘early majority’
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HERUG members are supposedly NOT in ‘late majority’or ‘late Mass’ 
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Very high-level observation based on HERUG-survey (therefore certainly of limited 
statistical proof). But anyway a rough indication. HANA adoption is not yet at highest
peak. 
Adoption measured as:
- Sold licenses? 
- Started implementation? 
- Go-live? 
- Etc.?????? 
We are ‘on average’. We are NOT leading the pact! Opposite to what was expected 
last year.
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SECU = SAP CENTER of EXCELLENCE for UNIVERSITIES in the Netherlands; 
INTERNATIONAL equivalence: HERUG-NL
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Basically the picture we have seen in the keynote from Steve Lucas with one single 
item added: AfO (Analysis for Office) as presented by Marlies van Roode. Now 
focusing on: Digital Boardroom.
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Basically the picture we have seen in the keynote from Steve Lucas with one single 
item added: AfO (Analysis for Office) as presented by Marlies van Roode. 
Question after ‘Digital Boardroom workshop’ HERAC: could HCP serve as a migration 
hub for migrating the existing old-style SAP landscape towards a new ‘Digital 
University’ landscape?
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I know, I know. I am a rather metaphorical speaker! In some cases the reason I am 
not well understood. 
But that’s me. 
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